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PLAN OF THE TALK
1) General introduction

2) From simple to complex: the hadron spectrum

3) Euclidean matrix elements: decay constants and form factors

4) Increasing precision: isospin breaking and radiative corrections

5) Increasing complexity: Long distance corrections to  e and e’ / e

5) Conclusion  &  Outlook
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THE QCD LAGRANGIAN

Simple Lagrangian but very complicated dynamics
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Z -1 ∫ [d f]  f(x1) f(x2) f(x3) f(x4)  ei S(f)

On a finite volume (L) and with a finite lattice spacing (a ) 
this is now an integral on  L4  real variables which can be 
performed with 

Important sampling techniques

This requires the use of a mesh in a 
Euclidean space-time  (see later)

All the physical information can be extracted from 
the Green function



At large time distances the lightest (one particle) states
dominate : 

t/a

Log[G(t)]

m a
<f>x = 1/ m a  is the 

dimensionless correlation
length (and the size of the 
physical excitations)

For a particle at rest we have G(t)=∑x<A0(x,t) A†0(x,t) > -> 
fp2Mp exp[- Mp t]/2



Continuum limit

x = 1/ m 

a Formal lim a->0 SLattice(f) -> SContinuum(f) 

a/ x = m a ~1 The size of the object is
comparable to the lattice spacing

a/ x <<1  i.e.   m a  -> 0 The size of 
the object is much larger than the 
lattice spacing

Similar to a ∑n ->  ∫ dx



1 GigaFlops= 109 ops/sec

1 TeraFlops= 1012 ops/sec

1 PetaFlops= 1015 ops/sec

1 ExaFlops= 1018 ops/sec









Physics Reach (Mainly Heavy Flavor Physics)
many slides from Lattice Conferences 

⇤QCD

mQ

⇤UV ⇠ 1/a



⇤QCD

mQ

⇤UV ⇠ 1/a

Extrapolation in 1/mQ                                                       npHQET
Ratio Method NRQCD

RHQ’s

mB

mc

mB

⇤UV ⇠ 1/a

mQ

⇤QCD

mc

mQ

a crosscheck of  different approaches is fundamental

or Step Scale Scaling



Light Hadron Masses               



Hadron Masses & Isospin Violation



Further Hadron Masses



Hadron Masses & Isospin Violation



LATTICE  QCD,  we can compute: 

aS (i.e. the strong interaction scale), hadron and 
Quark Masses
Leptonic decay constants: fp , fK , fD , fDs, fB , fBs, fr

Semileptonic form factors (hadron β decays): f+,0(Q2), 
A0,..3(Q2), V(Q2) for K -> p, D -> K, K*, p, r, B -> D, 
D*, p, r B -> K* g The Isgur-Wise function

B-parameters: á K0 | Q DS=2 | K0 ñ and  á B0 | Q DB=2 | B0 ñ

Weak decays : á p | Q DS=1 | K ñ and á p p | Q DS=1 | K ñ

Electromagnetic form factors : Fp(Q2) , GM(Q2) , ...



Major fields of investigation

QCD { • QCD thermodynamics
• Hadron spectrum                               
• Hadronic matrix elements                      
( K -> pp ,  structure functions, etc. see 
below )

EW    { • Strong interacting Higgs Models
• Strong interacting chiral models

• Surface dynamics
• Quantum gravity



Flavour phenomenology plays a fundamental role in
indirect searches of New Physics (NP):

- looks for deviation from the SM whatever the origin is;

- needs good theoretical control of the SM contribution
only.

Flavour, CP Violation and New Physics
Physics Motivations:

the path leading to
NP@ the TeV scale
is much narrower after
the results from LHC



  1 - 1/2 λ2          λ A λ3(ρ - i η)   

      - λ    1 - 1/2 λ2     A λ2

    A λ3   ×
  (1- ρ - i η)

     -A λ2         1

+ O(l4)

CKM The Wolfenstein Parametrization

l ~ 0.2   A ~ 0.8    
h ~ 0.2   r ~ 0.3 

Sin q12 = l
Sin q23 = A l2

Sin q13 e-i g= l3(r-i h)

Vtd

Vub



The Standard Triangle of the Standard Model



K0 - K0 mixing

Unitary
Triangle
SM

B0
d,s - B0

d,s mixing Bd Asymmetry

pedagogical

semileptonic decays



The extraordinary progress  of the experimental 
measurements requires accurate theoretical 
predictions 

Precision flavour physics requires the control of 
hadronic effects for which lattice QCD simulations 

are essential.



Semileptonic (K,D,B)

Leptonic (π,K,D,B)

(some) Radiative and Rare    long distance effects
(also K -> π l+l- )



Non-leptonic
but only below the 
inelastic threshold
(may be also
3 body decays)

Neutral meson mixing (local)

B -> ππ,Kπ, etc.  No !

+ some long distance contributions to K and D neutral 
meson mixing + short distance contributions to B-> K(*) l+l-



Marco Ciuchini Page 32KEK-FF 2013

r = 0.156 ± 0.012  h = 0.350 ±0.010  

Consistence on an
over constrained fit

of the CKM parameters

CKM matrix is the dominant source of flavour mixing and CP violation

In the 
hadronic 
sector,  the 
SM CKM  
pattern 
represents 
the principal 
part of the 
flavor 
structure 
and of  CP 
violation 

2021 results  

a = (90.8  ± 2.0 )0
sin2b = 0.699 ± 0.016
b = (22.52  ± 0.67 )0
g = (66.2 ± 2.1)0
A = 0.826 ± 0.011

λ = 0.22504 ± 0.00079 



2016



Marco Ciuchini Page 34KEK-FF 2013

LATTICE PARAMETERS  (2015)
It does not make sense to improve the precision 
on BK if we do not control long distance effects;
Similarly for fπ or fK without radiative corrections



Marco Ciuchini Page 35KEK-FF 2013

Do we still care? Tensions and Unknowns
1)A ``classical” example B -> τν  

2)|Vub | and |Vcb | inclusive vs exclusive 

3)|Vcb |, B mixing and εK
4)D-mixing 

5)R(D) and R(D*)

6)B -> K* ll

7)Physics BSM ?



TENSIONS 
LEPTON FLAVOR UNIVERSALITY?





CKM2021
Simula (left)
Meinel (right)



The accuracy of lattice calculations of the hadron spectrum
(and hence of the quark masses) and of the decay constants
and form factors is such that isospin breaking and em
effects cannot be neglected anymore:

fπ = 130.2(0.8) MeV ε =0.6% fK = 155.7(0.3) MeV ε =0.2%

fK/fπ = 1.1932(19) ε =0.16% F Kπ(0) =0.9698(17) ε =0.18%

A remark on useful and useless precision of lattice 
calculations:
1) εK and long distance charm contributions
2) isospin breaking and electromagnetic corrections 
to fK and fπ



CKM



From fK/fπ and  f Kπ(0) we can extract 
Vus/Vud and Vus



NEW: Phys. Rev. D100 (2019) no. 3, 034514

Including radiative corrections



Real photon
emission



B meson real photon emissions
Factorization at leading power in an expansion of the decay amplitude
in ΛQCD/Eγ and ΛQCD/mb has been established to all orders in the strong
coupling αs. In this approximation, the branching fraction depends only on the
leading-twist B-meson light-cone distribution amplitude (LCDA)

More precisely, it is
proportional to 1/λB , the
most important LCDA
parameter in exclusive
decays, is uncertain by a
large factor ranging from
200 MeV favoured by
non-leptonic decays to
460 MeV from QCD
sum rules.

The radiative leptonic
decay has therefore been
suggested
as a measurement of λB



Further applications in decays of heavy neutral B mesons:
Virtual corrections (some questions still open)

is this really 
reabsorbed in the 
coefficient of O9?



Further applications in decays of heavy neutral B mesons:
real corrections (some questions still open)



Roman Zwicky@ Tenerife

F(q2, k2)



Radiative corrections are the Holy Grail 







physical terms

dangerous terms



Courtesy by A. Buras 2015 

NEW PHYSICS 
IN KAON 
DECAYS?



Xu Feng Lattice 2017

Phase of final state interaction smaller than the experimental value  







RBC-UKQCD





A second group should do this calculation!!



THANKS FOR YOUR ATTENTION


